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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
INTERMEDIATE CONTROLLED FUSION
PROCESSES
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

[0001] This application is a non-provisional application
taking priority from US. provisional patent application Ser.
No. 61/371,756, ?led Aug. 9, 2010 and US. provisional
patent application Ser. No. 61/444,431, ?led Feb. 18, 2011,
the disclosures of both provisional applications are hereby

incorporated by reference.
FIELD

despite the investment of public funds in various countries
over the past ?fty years estimated as being of the order of one
trillion dollars, no controlled fusion has been achieved to date
and none is in sight. In essence, there is no doubt that neW

nuclei are indeed synthesiZed at very high energies. HoWever,
the excessive amount of energy used to cause such instabili
ties is not controllable in a systematic Way Which Would result

in utility and industrial value. The endeavors of this second
group all use high energies as a necessary pre-requisite to

avoid uncontrollable instabilities, Which prevention is neces
sary to have utility and industrial value.
[0007] The third group of endeavors deals With the fusion
of generally light nuclei at loW energy, often referred to as
cold fusions. Efforts in the ?eld can be traced back to claims
in the 1920s by Friedrich Paneth and Kurt Peters on the

This invention relates to the ?eld of producing

apparent laboratory fusion of hydrogen into helium. This ?rst

usable heat and more particularly to a system for producing
usable heat Without the emission of harmful radiation or the
production of radioactive Waste.

claim Was folloWed in subsequent decades by a number of
isolated claims of nuclear fusions in a laboratory. In 1989,

[0002]

BACKGROUND

[0003] Intermediate Controlled Nuclear Fusion Without
harmful radiations has been long sought for many reasons.
One such reason is the production of energy. It is Well knoWn
that both atomic ?ssion and atomic fusion create signi?cant
amounts of energy that can be used to generate steam Which

is then routed to a turbine to produce electricity. Unfortu
nately, as evidenced by a recent natural disaster in Japan, the

safety of using such energy is at question. Furthermore, in the
process of generating energy, radioactive Waste and contami
nated materials are produced that remains radioactive for a

very long time. To date, no totally effective, proper Way of
disposing of such Waste and materials has been found.
[0004] Since the discovery of the composite character of
atomic nuclei by Enrico Fermi and other scientists in the
1930s, major efforts have been conducted in various countries
for the industrial development of energy sources of nuclear

origin speci?cally intended for civilian uses, thus With the

emphasis of preventing their explosive character. The prior art
in the ?eld of this invention is so vast to discourage partial

Martin Fleischmann and Stanley Pons claimed again the
achievement of nuclear fusions by stimulating rather large
research efforts in the ?eld Whose literature is noWadays also
vast. FolloWing large efforts, the actual synthesis of neW
nuclei at loW energy is noWadays admitted by a majority of
the scienti?c community, as attested by numerous publica
tions on cold fusions in refereed journals of the American,

European and other physical societies. HoWever, despite
large investments, cold fusion too has failed to achieve utility
and industrial value to date. That is, cold fusion has failed to
achieve an production of energy that exceeds the energy used
to alloW effective industrial production of energy.

[0008] US. Pat. Nos. 6,926,872, 6,673,322, 6,663,752,
6,540,966, and 6,183,604, all issued to Rugerro Maria San
tilli, describe various approaches to producing a combustible
gas using an electric arc, but do not fuse atoms together.
[0009] What is needed is a nuclear fusion system that Will

produce usable heat Without the emission of harmful radia
tion or the production of radioactive Waste.
SUMMARY

and, therefore, discriminatory quotations, as illustrated by the

[0010] In one embodiment, a method for intermediate
fusion is disclosed. The fusion is forced betWeen a ?rst atom

vast number of patents released by the US Patent and Trade
mark Of?ce in the civilian utiliZation of nuclear energies.

Without the emission of harmful radiation and Without the

[0005]

With due exceptions, prior endeavors in the ?eld of

release of radioactive Waste. The ?rst and second atoms are

nuclear energy can be classi?ed into three distinct groups.

light, natural and stable. The fused atom resulting from the
intermediate fusion is also being light, natural and stable. The

Patents belonging to the ?rst group deal With the ?ssion of

heavy nuclei as, for example, ?ssion used in existing nuclear
poWer plants. As it is Well knoWn, nuclear poWer plants emit
neutron, alpha particles and other harmful radiations requir
ing expensive shielding of the reactor. As a by-product of the

?ssion reaction, these poWer plants produce highly radioac
tive nuclear Waste that, due to the lack of a process for recy

cling the radioactive nuclear Waste into non-radioactive

forms, are currently stored in special depositories resulting in
knoWn environmental problems. The solution to these knoWn

environmental problems is being left to be solved by future
generations. All endeavors of this ?rst group deal With the
?ssion of heavy nuclei. As such, they do not anticipate a
fusion processes that does not emit harmful radiation as Will

be explained and demonstrated. Furthermore, these endeav
ors deal With heavy, rather than light nuclei.
[0006] A second group of endeavors deals With attempts of
achieving controlled nuclear fusions at very high energies, a
process often referred to as hot fusions. As it is Well knoWn,

of a ?rst element and a second atom of a second element

method includes exposing the ?rst and second atoms to a

magnetic ?eld Within a pressurized chamber, causing the
polariZation of electron orbits into a toroid. Since the elec
trons of the ?rst and second atoms noW have a toroidal shape,

the nuclei of the ?rst atom is exposed to the nuclei of the
second atom. A trigger then is used to force the nuclei of the
?rst atom to fuse With the nuclei of the second atom, thereby
fusing the ?rst atom and the second atom into the fused atom.
[0011] In another embodiment, a method for intermediate
fusion is disclosed. Intermediate fusion of a ?rst element With
a second element into a fused element is performed Without
the emission of harmful radiation and Without the release of
radioactive Waste. Atoms of the ?rst element and atoms of the
second elements are light, natural and stable. Likewise, atoms
of the fused element are also light, natural and stable. The
method includes providing a pressure chamber having at least
a positive electrode and a negative electrode Within the pres
sure chamber. The positive and negative electrodes electri
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cally connected to a switched source of power. Next, the
pressure chamber is evacuated the ?lled with a gas, thereby
increasing a pressure within the pressure chamber to an

operational pressure (e.g., 300 to 3,000 PSI). The switched
source of power is then enabled, thereby initiating an electric
arc between the positive electrode and the negative electrode.
Now, at least one trigger is provided (e. g. a sudden increase in
pressure within the chamber, a pulse in the electric power,
etc.) and atoms of the ?rst element are fused with atoms of the
second element into atoms of the fused element.

[0012]

In another embodiment, an apparatus for intermedi

ate fusion is disclosed. The fusion is made between a ?rst
element and a second element into a fused element without

the emission of harmful radiation and without the release of
radioactive waste. Atoms of the ?rst element and atoms of the
second element are light, natural and stable. Likewise, atoms
of the fused element are also light, natural and stable. The
apparatus includes a source of electric power and a pressure
chamber. There are at least one positive electrode and at least

one negative electrode within the pressure chamber and the

positive and negative electrodes are electrically connected to
the source of electric power. The apparatus includes a system

for evacuating the pressure chamber and a system for ?lling
the evacuated pressure chamber with a gas.

[0013]

Filling of the pressure chamber with the gas

increases the pressure within the pressure chamber to an

operational pressure. The apparatus includes a way to initiate
an electric arc between the at least one positive electrode and
the at least one negative electrode and, once the electric arc is

going, a way to trigger the fusion of atoms of the ?rst element
with atoms of the second element into atoms into atoms of the
fused element.

[0025] FIG. 11 illustrates another embodiment, also with
the ?owing of the gas through the electric arc.
[0026] FIG. 12 illustrates another embodiment allowing
the replacement of the electrodes.
[0027] FIG. 13 illustrates another embodiment allowing an

increased duration of the operations prior to the replacement
of the electrodes
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0028]

Reference will now be made in detail to the pres

ently preferred embodiments of the invention, examples of
which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
Throughout the following detailed description, the same ref
erence numerals refer to the same elements in all ?gures.

Throughout this description, reference to a spherical form of
the electron cloud of an atom refers to the natural, random
travel of electrons around the nucleus of the atom. Reference
to a toroid form of the electron cloud, or toroidal shape, refers
to a polarized shape of the electron cloud in which the elec

trons travel in a generally donut-shaped cloud around the
nucleus.
[0029] This invention deals with the realization of Interme
diate Controlled Fusion processes, referred to as ICFP, and

referring to an apparatus capable of producing usable heat in
a fully controlled system via a number of mechanisms and

processes occurring within nuclei, hereon generically
referred to as fusion processes, that includes but is not limited

to nuclear fusion. The heat being produced is without the
emission of harmful radiations and without the release of
radioactive waste.

[0030]

The reasons for the failure by cold fusions to achieve

utility and industrial value until now are numerous and can be

ing ordinary skill in the art by reference to the following
detailed description when considered in conjunction with the

summarized as follows: 1) Cold fusions attempts to date do
not have means for the systematic and controlled exposure of
nuclei out of their atomic electron clouds. As a result, fusions
essentially occur at random, rather than in a controlled way.
Nature has equipped atoms with a cloud of high energy elec

accompanying drawings in which:

trons orbiting around nuclei. It is evident that, without the

[0015] FIG. 1 illustrates the random nature of atomic elec
tron clouds in their natural spherical distribution and the
formation of a toroid distribution under magnetic forces with

systematic control of said electron clouds in such a way to
expose nuclei, no nuclear fusion is conceivable or otherwise

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014]

The invention can be best understood by those hav

possible because prevented by said atomic clouds. 2) Cold

exposed nuclei.

fusions attempts to date do not have systematic means to

[0016] FIG. 2 illustrates the achievement by a DC electric
arc of the toroid polarization of FIG. 1.

control the coupling of nuclei, particularly when the latter
have non-null spin. It is known that the coupling of nuclei

[0017]

with parallel spin, called triplet coupling, causes large repul
sive forces preventing any systematic fusion. Similar repul

FIG. 3 illustrates the he axial triplet coupling of

spinning nuclei.
FIG. 4 illustrates the new bond between polarized

sive forces or uncontrollable instabilities occur when nuclei

atoms of primary magnetic character.
[0019] FIG. 5 illustrates the planar singlet coupling of
polarized nuclei that is not suitable under the polarization of

[0018]

are coupled with random orientation of their spin, in which
case fusions, at best, occur at random. 3) Cold fusions
attempts to date do not have su?icient energy to implement all
means necessary for systematic and controlled fusion, includ

FIG. 1.

[0020]

FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary apparatus used for

its experimental veri?cations.
[0021] FIG. 7 illustrates the results of the chemical analyses
showing a decrease of deuterium gas in the apparatus of FIG.
6 and the increase of nitrogen due the synthesis of deuterium
gas and carbon.
[0022] FIGS. 8A and 8B illustrate the results of the chemi

cal analyses con?rming the synthesis of nitrogen in the appa
ratus of FIG. 6.

[0023]

ing the exposure of nuclei, the polarization of nuclear spins,
the proper coupling of polarized nuclei, and other issues.
Extensive mathematical, theoretical and experimental studies
have been conducted for decades to resolve the insuf?ciencies
of both cold and hot fusions. These studies are reported, for

example, in the ?ve volumes of “Hadronic Mathematics,

Mechanics and Chemistry,” by Ruggero Maria Santilli.
[0031] The “Hadronic Mathematics, Mechanics and
Chemistry” studies have established the production of heat

FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate two con?gurations of

from nuclear processes in a systematic and controlled way

?ow of gas through an arc.
[0024] FIG. 10 illustrates an embodiment of an apparatus
with a ?ow of the gas through the arc.

resolving the shortcomings of the prior art in the ?eld via the
following main principles of ICFP: PRINCIPLE l: Achieve
ment of a systematic exposure of nuclei by controlling of
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atomic clouds from their spherical form 1 to a toroid form 3,
hereinafter referred to as toroid polarization 3, as illustrated in

FIG. 1. As Will be shown, controlling of atomic clouds is
performed in a pressure vessel ?lled With a suitably selected
gas, in Which the gas is traversed by a DC electric arc. As
shoWn in Volume IV of “Hadronic Mathematics, Mechanics
and Chemistry”, the control of atomic electron orbits is pos
sible via magnetic ?elds. Control of atomic electron orbits

requires very strong magnetic ?elds ofthe order of 1010 Gauss
or more, namely ?elds thousands of time stronger than the

strongest magnet currently available. Extensive studies and
experimentation conducted for decades have established that
magnetic ?eld With such intensity are indeed effectively and
systematically achieved at atomic distances from DC electric
arcs, as illustrated in FIG. 2. In fact, magnetic ?elds generated
by DC arcs generate a magnetic ?eld With force lines consti
tuted by circles With the direction of the arc 5 as their axial

symmetry, and ?eld intensity given by the laW MIK A/r,
Where: A represents the DC current in Amperes; r represents
the distance from the DC arc; and K is a constant depending
on the assumed units Whose explicit value is Well knoWn to
skilled in the art. It then folloWs that for IIlO3 A and RIIO‘8
cm, the magnetic ?eld at atomic distances from the arc is of
the order of 1011 Gauss, thus being suf?cient to cause the

desired toroidal deformation 3 of the atomic clouds (see FIG.
1). The exposure of nuclei out of their atomic clouds is con
trollable in a systematic Way by controlling the DC current to
the electric arc, controlling of the pressure Within the contain
ment vessel and other means as Will be described. The result

ing production of energy is not explosive because the nuclear
processes solely occurs at atomic distances from the DC arc,
thus prohibiting/ inhibiting a chain reactions as is needed for
an explosive releases of energy.

[0032] PRINCIPLE 2: FolloWing the systematic exposure
of nuclei as per Principle 1, systematic nuclear couplings in
the preferred axial triplet con?guration is performed as illus

Mechanics and Chemistry” have established that the con?gu
ration of FIG. 4 is stable because the attractive forces in the

coupled polarizations are stronger than the repulsive forces.
More speci?cally, the con?guration of FIG. 4 includes repul
sive Coulomb forces betWeen the positively charged nuclei as
Well as the negatively charged electron of the toroid polariza
tions 13/ 15. These repulsive forces are balanced by the attrac

tive forces betWeen the opposite nuclear magnetic polarities
and the opposing electron magnetic polarities. In addition,
there exist strongly attractive magnetic forces betWeen
opposing polarities of the magnetic ?eld created by the orbit
ing of the electrons Within the toroid polarizations 13/15, as
such magnetic ?eld do not exist in the natural state of atoms.

Consequently, the ICFP Principle 2 herein considered is
based on the creation of a neW force ?eld of magnetic char
acter that does not exist in the natural state of atoms. The

systematic use of the neW force ?eld for the preparation of the
fusion processes is described beloW. In vieW of the above,
generic toroidal con?gurations of the type of FIG. 4 Will be
referred to as magnecules, namely, as clusters of atoms Whose

bond is primarily of magnetic origin called magnecular bond.
The term “magnecules” distinguishes such from conven
tional molecules, namely, cluster of atoms Whose bond is
solely of valence type (valence bonds). The former are
denoted With the symbol “x”, While the latter are denoted With
the symbol “—”. As an example, for the case of hydrogen, the
con?guration of FIG. 4 characterizes a hydrogen magnecule
denoted MHi2, While the conventional hydrogen molecule
is denoted Hf2IH-H. For completeness, We indicate the
existence of a second type of admissible coupling called
planar triplet 17 as illustrated in FIG. 5. In this case, nuclei
have a common plane symmetry axis and are coupled With
antiparallel spins as it is the case for gears. Note that this

coupling is not compatible With the toroid con?guration of
atomic orbitals of FIG. 3 since the same toroid polarizations

prohibit nuclei to achieve contact, thus preventing fusion

trated in FIG. 3. Namely, systematic coupling of nuclei 7 as
having a common symmetry axis 9 and parallel spins 11 is

processes.

achieved. Following extensive studies and experimentation
reported in “Hadronic Mathematics, Mechanics and Chem

of nuclei as per Principle 1 and the systematic triplet axial
coupling of nuclei as per Principle 2, an external action is
applied. This action is hereafter referred to as the trigger and

istry”, it has been determined that a most effective Way for the

systematic implementation of the axial triplet coupling is
given by the same DC electric arc achieving the toroidal
polarization of FIG. 2. The DC electric arc causes a toroidal

polarization of all atoms along a given force line, of Which
only tWo are represented in FIG. 3 for simplicity. Inspection
of nuclei then con?rms the axial triplet coupling of FIG. 3 as
desired. This setting produces the con?guration of a pair of
toroid polarized atoms 13/15 according to FIG. 4, providing
the needed premises for the desired fusion processes. The
toroid polarization 3 of FIG. 1 is extremely unstable for an
isolated atom because, due to collisions and other effects

caused by temperature. The atomic orbitals return to acquire

their spherical con?guration nanoseconds folloWing the ter
mination of the DC arc. HoWever, extensive studies, experi
mentation and chemical analyses as discussed in preceding

U.S. patents to Ruggero Maria Santilli (referenced above)
have established that the coupling of polarized orbitals 13/ 15
is stable at ambient temperature in that the con?guration of
FIG. 4 also acquires a spherical distribution nanoseconds
folloWing the termination of the DC arc, but the latter spheri
cal distribution 1 refers to the coupled toroid polarizations
and not to the individual polarizations. In fact, studies and

experimentation reported in “Hadronic Mathematics,

[0033]

PRINCIPLE 3: FolloWing the systematic exposure

denoted as TR. The trigger forces nuclei at mutual distances
equal or smaller than 1 Fermi:l0_l3 cm together under Which
conditions fusion the processes occurs due to the strongly
attractive character of nuclear forces. Extensive studies and
experimentations have established that, even though stable at
ambient temperature to create the neW chemical species of
magnecules, the magnecular bond is insuf?cient for the tWo
nuclei to achieve systematically the needed mutual distances
of l Fermi or less due to inevitable ?uctuations and other

effects. Consequently, in order to achieve utility, consumer,
and industrial value, it is necessary to engineer an external
action that forces, in a systematic and controlled Way, the tWo
exposed nuclei 13/ 15 to obtainamutual distance of l Fermi or

less. A variety of triggers are anticipated. Preferred embodi
ments for this invention include triggers characterized by
pulsating DC having around 100,000V electric arcs, sudden
increases in pressure in the vessel of the apparatus, and other
means.

[0034]

PRINCIPLE 4: The fusion processes is usable for

light natural and stable nuclei into light, natural, and stable
nuclei as a necessary condition to assure lack of emission of

harmful radiations and the lack of release of radioactive

Waste. In such, the impossibility of emitting harmful radia
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tions is evident as Will be discussed in more detail. The

of the angular momentum under the triplet axial coupling,

impossibility of releasing radioactivity Waste is due, ?rst of
all, to the stability of the synthesized nuclei, and then to the

conservation of parity and conservation of the energy.
[0039] As a central feature of this invention, all initial and
?nal nuclei must be light, natural and stable nuclei. The

gross insuf?ciency of the energy necessary to disintegrate
nuclei as needed to release radioactive Waste. In fact, the
disintegration of nuclei in one of the embodiments of this

invention Would require energies millions of time greater than
the energy actually provided, therefore assuring the lack of
emission of harmful radiations and the lack of release of
radioactive Waste.

[0035]

PRINCIPLE 5: Use the minimal possible energy,

hereon referred to as threshold energy, for the realization of
all principles, means and mechanisms, as Well as the veri?
cation of energy and all other conservation laWs. It is evident
that the threshold energy is intermediate betWeen the energy
of cold fusions and that of hot fusions, for Which reason this

invention is referred as dealing With Intermediate Controlled
Fusion Processes, ICFP. Intermediate Controlled Fusion Pro
cesses produces usable energy Without the emission of harm
ful radiations and Without the production of radioactive
Waste. To provide an order of magnitude, one industrial real
ization of the apparatus described requires 50 kWh and the arc
occurs in the interior of a vessel ?lled up With the selected gas

that is pressurized at 3,000 psi. In such, the DC electric arc as

poWered by 50 kWh traversing a gas that is pressurized to
3,000 psi pressure creates a plasma around the tips of the
electrodes at about 5,000 degrees F. Such a high temperature
illustrates Why “Intermediate” is proper for: Intermediate
Controlled Fusion Processes (ICFP). Note that in the pres
ence of fusion processes, the temperature at the atomic dis
tances of the DC arcs reaches millions of degrees F. as illus
trated beloW.
[0036] To identify the main fusion processes that are pos

restriction of fusion processes (1) of the synthesis of light,
natural and stable nuclei into a ?nal light, natural, and stable
nucleus then prevents any release of harmful radiation and the
release of radioactive Waste. It is anticipated that only a
selected number of light, natural and stable nuclei are useful
in ICFP (1), in Which case they are often called in the tech
nical literature hadronic fuels, as presented, e.g., in the Gan
dzha-Kadeisvili monograph. the name “hadronic fuel” origi
nating from the covering of quantum mechanics knoWn as
hadronic mechanics, namely, a mechanics build for the struc

ture of strongly interacting particles called hadrons. Conse
quently, the apparatus of this invention is called a hadronic
reactor.

[0040]

As identi?ed beloW, hydrogen is not recommended

as hadronic fuel for ICFP because ICFP used on hydrogen is

expected to cause the production of neutrons that notoriously
propagate through shielded Walls, by therefore cause harmful
radiations. A goal of ICFP is to produce energy Without the
emission of such harmful radiations.
[0041] A number of alternatives to process (1) are possible
under the veri?cation of Principles 1 to 5, such as those based

on Electron Capture (denoted EC), Electron Emission (de
noted EE) and other intermediary processes that lead to a ?nal
light, natural and stable nucleus Without the emission of
harmful radiation and Without the release of radioactive
Waste. Note that EE is not considered harmful to humans
since electrons can be stopped With a thin metal shield. Elec

trons cannot escape outside the heavy metal vessels of the
apparatus that is disclosed.

[0042] We solely consider, herein, the axial triplet coupling

sible under the above Principle 1 to 5, standard nuclear ter

of nuclei as depicted in FIG. 3, in Which case the conservation

minologies With symbols A, Z, JP, u, denote the atomic num
ber, the nuclear charge, the nuclear angular momentum, the

of the angular momentum requires that the angular momen
tum of the synthesized nucleus is the sum of the angular
momenta of the original tWo nuclei. This is necessary for the
ICFP because of the structure of magnecular coupling as per

parity, and the energy in atomic mass unit u, respectively. All
nuclei treated beloW, also referred to as nuclides, are fully
identi?ed and tabulated in the technical literature, such as the

Table of Nuclides available from, for example, the Korea
Atomic Energy Research Institute. Detailed technical revieW
of the decades of studies preceding ICFP including the
nuclear processes presented beloW by the physicists I. Gan
dzha from Kiev, Ukraine and J. Kadeisvili from Georgia,
Russia under the title “New sciences for a NeW Era, Math

FIG. 4 Which is a necessary pre-requisite for the ICFP as

explained above. In the event nuclei 17 are coupled in the

planar singlet coupling of FIG. 5, the conservation laW of the
angular momentum requires that the angular momentum, of
the synthesized nucleus is the difference betWeen the angular
momenta of the tWo original nuclei. The latter coupling of
FIG. 5 is not considered in the ICFP studied beloW since, in

ematical, Physical; and Chemical Discoveries of Ruggero
Maria Santilli, expected to be published by the Sankata Print

the planar singlet coupling, the toroid polarization of the

ing Press in Nepal in mid 2011. The latter Work Will be

distances of one Fermi or less.

orbitals prohibits nuclei to be bonded by a trigger at mutual

referred to hereon as the Gandzha-Kadeisvili monograph.

[0043]

[0037] A generic ICFP of this invention is then given by:

revieWed for use below:

The folloWing conversions of various units are

1” = 931.494 MeV;

(2a)

1 MeV =1.602X10*13 J =
= 4.45 X10’l7 Wh

= 1511x1016 BTU;

and the produced energy is ?rst acquired in the form of
excitation of the synthesized nucleus and then released in the
form of heat from the return of the synthesized nucleus to its
natural ground state. The fusion processes (1) above folloWs
all knoWn conservation laWs, including the conservation of
the atomic numbers, conservation of the charge, conservation

1Wh=3.397 BTU; 1C=6.24l><1O18e; 1A =1c/1S,

(72b)

[0044] Where e is the elementary charge. Recall that a rep
resentative apparatus of this invention is characterized by a
DC electric arc poWered, for example, by a typical 50 kW
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AC-DC converter. 50 kWh is approximately 1.69 105 BTU.
To have utility as Well as consumer and industrial value, an

implementation of ICFP must produce energy Well in excess
of 1.69 105 BTU. Note that light elements, such as hydrogen
and helium, are expected to be completely ioniZed, at least in
part, under a 50 kW DC arc, represented as Hrp and He:0t.

[0045] Exemplary ICFP equations verifying Principles 1 to
5 and providing an energy output With utility, consumer and

industrial value are given by processes synthesizing nitrogen
via the use of deuterium (also knoWn as heavy hydrogen) and
carbon as hadronic fuels according to the laW:

[0046] Where D denotes deuterium. As described in details
later, the above ICFP is performed in a pressure vessel con
taining deuterium gas traversed by a DC arc betWeen carbon
electrodes. The ICFP essentially occurs at atomic distances
from the DC arc. The electrodes release carbon atoms and a

population of magnecules forms betWeen polarized deute
rium and carbon atoms denoted With the symbol D><C With
symmetry axis tangent to the circular magnetic force line
around the DC arc as illustrated in FIG. 2. The D and C nuclei
are at mutual distances of l Fermi or less. The trigger then

forces the D and C nuclei together, at Which point strongly
attractive nuclear forces are activated and the fusion of D><C

into N is performed. As shoWn beloW and in the underlying

experimental veri?cations, a typical apparatus implementing
ICFP operates at around 3,000 psi pressure. At this pressure,
a vessel contains about 1025 deuterium atoms per cubic foot.
Consequently, a very modest rate of 106 ICFP per hour,
results in the production of energy of about ten times the
electric energy provide to the arc. A rate of 1030 ICFP per

hour, Which is fully Within current technological capabilities
of the apparatus described, produces around 1010 BTU per
hour compared With the electric energy consumed Which is
equivalent to 1.69 105 BTU. This energy production occurs
Without the emission of harmful radiations and Without the
release of radioactive Waste. The fact that nitrogen is synthe
siZed indicates that there cannot be any possible release of
harmful radiation. Calculations then con?rm that it is impos
sible for ICFP (3) to release radioactive Waste due to the
extreme energy insu?iciency of the 50 kW poWer for the
disintegration of light, natural and stable nuclei. Such a dis
integration is necessary for the release of radioactive Waste.
These data and features shoW the novelty, as Well as utility,
consumer and industrial values of ICFP.

[0047]

triggered by the arc itself of C and 0 into CO and then of CO
and 0 into CO2 With the release of 288 kcal/mole and 89

kcal/mole, respectively. The difference in ICFP being the
trigger, under Which the arc creates the C><O magnecule that
is turned into the ICNF of silica according to the laW:
(30,14,0+,29.9737)+AE

(4a)

AE:0.0254u:4.32 10*l5 BTU.

(4b)

[0049]

The 377 kcal/mole produced by the combustion of C

and 0 into CO and CO2 is smaller than the electric energy
used for the original separation of CO2 into C and 0 due to
understood losses. Therefore, Without ICFP, the combustion
of C and 0 produced by the arc is insu?icient for the produc
tion of energy from the separation and then the recombination
of CO2. HoWever, the energy released in the fusion of C><O
into Si is about one thousand times more than the separation
energy of CO2 into C and 0. Consequently, the apparatus of
ICFP provides for the use of the green house gas CO2 as a
source of clean energy.

[0050] As described previously, in some embodiments,
ICFP (4) is performed betWeen DC arcs betWeen carbon
electrodes that, as such, provide additional carbon atoms
needed for the fusion process. HoWever, in other embodi
ments ICFP (4) is performed using non consumable elec
trodes, such as toriated or other forms of tungsten, since the
carbon needed for the fusion process is provided by the sepa
ration of the CO2 molecule.
[0051] Atmospheric air is also anticipated as hadronic fuel.

Oxygen is naturally available in this hadronic fuel, thus
avoiding the loss of energy for molecular separation. There
fore, the use of air as hadronic fuel produces at least 377

kcal/mole more energy than the energy produced by using
CO2 as hadronic fuel.Additionally, the nitrogen content of air
alloWs additional ICNF besides processes (4), thus con?rm
ing the larger energy output that can be obtained by using
atmospheric air as hadronic fuel. Despite this greater utility,
the use of atmospheric air as hadronic fuel is not recom

mended due to the production in this case of the green house
gas CO2 as part of the processes involved in the ICFP, While
the use of CO2 as hadronic fuel implies its progressive elimi

nation and conversion into silica, With evident, distinct, envi

ronmental advantages.
[0052] A third representative example of ICFP is given by
the use as hadronic fuel of a 50-50 mixture of deuteron and

helium gases traversed by a DC arc With ensuing processes:

Another ICFP of particular novelty, utility, con

sumer, industrial and environmental values is given by the use
of a hadronic fuel of the green house gas CO2. This gas, CO2

is produced by many devices contributing to global. It is
bene?cial to the ecology to turn this source of major environ
mental problems into a source of clean energy. In ICFP, not
only energy is produced but a gas is reduced that, in excess, is
not good for the environment.
[0048] It is conjectured that a DC arc is one of the most
effective means for molecular separation. As a consequence,
the DC arc betWeen suitably selected electrodes, as speci?ed

AEI0.001614=2.5><10’16 BTU.

[0053]

(5b)

Hence, When producing about 1030 ICFP per hour,

the above ICFP yields an hourly production rate of about 109
BTU per hour, namely, an energy output of about one thou
sand times the used energy. An example of ICFP With admis

sible intermediary processes is given by the synthesis of the
folloWing unstable iron isotope via the use of oxygen and
deuterium as hadronic fuel:

beloW, When traversing a C02 gas that is under high pressure,
causes the separation of the CO2 molecules into tWo oxygen
and one carbon atoms. As With a typical DC arc, once CO2 is
broken doWn into C and O, We normally have a combustion

AE:0.008lu:7.545 MeV.

(6b)

